
Walkthrough 

 

This walkthrough will list the various conversation choices you can make in Sisterly Lust and 

the consequences they have for the story. 

The walkthrough refers to the default names of the main characters: 

Mom, loving but stern. 

Liza, the trusting oldest sister, a bit naive. 

Bella, the middle sister with a temperament. 

Rachel, the inexperienced, but adventurous youngest sister. 

Trust is important early in the game as a low value will end the game quickly. Later the level of 

trust will also come in to play when determining if a character is ready to perform certain sexual 

acts. Corruption mostly governs how depraved a character will act or the reaction to certain 

lewd conversations or situations. 

Day 1 

Shower 

After Rachel has seen you naked and stormed out of the shower go after her and knock on her 

door. This will trigger a short masturbation scene. (Corruption +1) 

Opening her door will result in a massive amount of mistrust and end the game. (Trust -10) 

Dinner 

When you lie about your adjustment you'll lose trust with Rachel. (Trust -1) 

Being honest will earn you Rachel's trust. (Trust +1) 



Complimenting Mom on the food will gain you trust. (Trust +1) 

Mom Conversation 

Challenging the reason for your parents separation will annoy your mother. (Trust -1) 

Bella Encounter 

Hugging Bella will cause you to lose trust and end the game. (Trust -1) 

Day 2 

Morning 

If you enter Liza's room when she's having an argument with Brody and tell him to fuck off 

you'll gain trust with Liza. (Trust +5) 

The other dialogue options do not have a negative impact. 

James 

When you agree with James to spy on the girls Rachel will become more corrupted. 

(Corruption +1) 

Bella and Liza Conversation 

Agreeing with Bella in this conversation will earn you her trust. The other dialogue options will 

not negatively affect your relationship, but you might miss out on some story opportunities. 

(Trust +1) 

A positive reaction to Liza not rushing things regarding her relationship with Brad earns you 

trust from both Bella and Liza. (Trust +1) 



Rachel in the shower 

If you start to masturbate when spying on Rachel in the shower and she has earned 2 

corruption she will show her breasts and earn corruption while losing trust. (Corruption +1, 

Trust -1) 

If she's not corrupt enough you'll lose trust. (Trust -1) 

Dinner 

If Rachel is corrupt enough (2 corruption) and you've seen her shower, she'll like it when you 

compliment Liza's cooking skills. (Trust +1) Otherwise you'll lose trust. (Trust -1) 

Liza will always like the compliment. (Trust +1) 

Night Visits 

This is the first time you get to visit the family at night, regardless if you've spied upon Rachel 

and her friends with James. You can only visit two people before going to bed. 

Rachel 

A short scene showing Rachel in lingerie. 

Liza 

A short scene showing Liza in her pajamas. 

Bella 

A short scene featuring Bella in and out of her work uniform. 

Mom 

A longer scene involving lesbian threesome based on a few snippets of 'Juliette' by Marquis de 

Sade. 



Day 3 

Mom 

When you ask too much about your Mom's work you'll lose trust and be none the wiser by her 

answers. (Trust -1) 

Rachel 

If you say something negative about Ana's attitude to Rachel you'll lose trust. (Trust -1) If you 

remain silent, Rachel will be happy and you'll gain trust. (Trust +1) 

Ana 

Accepting Ana's handjob will be the start of a relationship with her. Relationships with 

secondary characters will not negatively impact the story, but might introduce new 

opportunities with your siblings. Refusing Ana doesn't cause any problems. 

Dinner 

If Rachel trusts you enough (2 trust) she'll ask you about your girlfriends. If you boast about 

your conquests you'll lose trust. (Trust -1) If you're modest you gain her trust. (Trust +1) 

If Rachel's corruption is high enough she'll continue the conversation. Telling her the truth 

about having sex you'll gain trust. (Trust +1) With enough trust you can reassure Rachel about 

her being a virgin, earning you more trust. (Trust +1) Questioning her virginity will make her 

trust you more and increase her corruption. (Corruption +2, Trust +1) Boasting will end the 

conversation. (Trust -1) 

Liza 
When you knock on her door and have enough trust with Liza (4 trust) you'll be able to enter 

and have a conversation about Brad. 

Just opening the door will make you lose trust and you lose the chance of speaking with her. 

(Trust -4) 



Comforting her will increase her trust. (Trust +1) Complimenting her as well. (Trust +1) You can 

put your hand on her leg if you have enough trust (5 trust). (Trust +1) If she pushes you away 

you'll lose trust. (Trust -2) 

She will like you reassuring her. (Trust +5) Confronting her less so. (Trust +3) Being indifferent 

will negatively impact your relationship. (Trust -5) 

Your proposal for the dinner date will be accepted if you have enough trust with Liza (5 trust). 

The dinner will be the true start of your relationship. 

Day 4 

Ana 

Refusing Ana will not have any serious consequences. However, you will not go shopping and 

be able to buy a present for Liza if you're going on a dinner date with her. 

Rachel 

Agreeing with Rachel will gain you trust. (Trust +1) 

If you have enough trust (3) you can go out on a date with Rachel, otherwise she'll refuse. 

James 

Revealing you relationship to James might open up some options later. Talking to him about 

your mother gives you the idea to find a business card with her work address on it. 

Mom's Room 

If you've talked to James about your mom's work you can visit her room and search for a 

business card. There's also the chance to see another scene from De Sade. 



Store 

Visit your mom's room to search for a business card before going to the store, as the option will 

not be available again. 

If you're set to go on a dinner date with Liza you will get to buy her a dress. 

Evening 

Liza 

You can offer the dress to Liza if you've bought one. Otherwise she will wear the dress she 

wore during her disastrous date with Brody. Offering her the dress will add trust and corruption. 

(Trust +1) (Corruption +1) 

Rachel 

You can propose a date to Rachel if you talked about it before and have enough trust (4). 

Bella 

If you offer Bella loan she will accept it and earn corruption. She will become less hostile 

towards you. (Corruption +1) 

When you loan Bella the full amount you will not be able to start a relationship with her, but 

gain her trust. (Trust +5) 

Lying about the loan and giving her small amounts will be the start of your relationship with 

Bella. She will gain corruption. (Corruption +1) 

Doing nothing will annoy Bella and you lose trust. (Trust -1) 

Night Visits 

You'll have the opportunity to visit two people during nighttime and see some short scenes. 



Day 5 

Alina 

You have the opportunity to start a sexual relationship with Alina. Her scenes will involve 

submissive roleplay, so if that's not your thing you can refuse her without any adverse effects. 

Having a relationship with her doesn't impact your optional sexual relationships with Ana or 

your sisters in any negative way. 

Bella 

You can either choose to give Bella the full amount of the money, effectively breaking off the 

relationship, but gaining trust. (Trust +5) Proposing a deal will start the path of Bella's 

corruption. (Corruption +1) If she trusts you enough (2) you can touch her breasts earning her 

more corruption. (Corruption +1) 

Liza 

If your trust with Liza is high enough (10) you can ask her about the sexual nature of her and 

Brody's relationship, this will open a conversation path later. Pressing the issue with high 

enough trust (12) will net you trust and corruption. (Trust +2) (Corruption +1) If you don't meet 

the requirements you'll lose trust. (Trust -1) 

Asking about the past will open up extra conversation paths after the food has arrived. If you've 

talked about Brody you can ask Liza about her hobbies and you get to invite her to a party, 

gaining trust and corruption. (Trust +1) (Corruption +1) 

If you talk about Bella Liza will trust you more. (Trust +1) Asking about Rachel as well. (Trust 

+1) 

Being nice the guy chatting Liza up will earn you her trust. (Trust +1) Being blunt earns you 

more. (Trust +2) (Corruption +1) And if you compliment her this will get you an extra point of 

trust. (Trust +1) If you're aggressive she'll trust you less. (Trust -2) 

Kissing Liza on the mouth while having enough corruption (3) will start your relationship with 

her. She will be more trusting and corrupted. (Trust +1) (Corruption +4) If she pushes you away 

you'll lose trust. (Trust -5) 



Rachel 

If you keep masturbating while Rachel and she's corrupted enough (5) watches she'll earn 

more corruption. (Corruption +1) Otherwise you'll lose trust. (Trust -1) 

Day 6 

Bella 

If Bella is corrupted enough (4) she'll agree to go to work without stockings and panties. 

(Corruption +1) If you don't meet the requirements you'll lose trust. (Trust -1) 

Later, if you meet James for coffee, you'll have the opportunity to check if Bella has kept her 

promise. (Corruption +1) 

During the night if you (still) have a relationship with her you can check her phone and find out 

who her appointment with her blackmailer. This will make you position in the corruption process 

of Bella much stronger in the long run. 

James 

If you don't make a call to Discreet Inc. you'll effectively break off the investigation and 
continuation of this plotline. Only when you personally make the call you'll be able to find out 
where Mom is working. 

Rachel 

If Rachel has high enough corruption (5) you can discuss the movie more in-depth. If agree 

with Rachel and find the movie arousing she'll earn trust and corruption. (Trust +1) (Corruption 

+1) Then you'll have the opportunity to start your relationship with Rachel by choosing "Woul 

you like that?". Begin modest about your sexual experience will gain you trust. (Trust +1) 

Rachel doesn't like boasting about it. (Trust -1) If you say the movie is revolting Rachel will lose 

trust and corruption and impact the date negatively. (Trust -1) (Corruption -1) 

You can sleep with Rachel for the first time by going to her room or going to sleep. (Trust +1) 

Refusing her will make her trust you less and end the relationship. (Trust -1) Encouraging her 

to sleep topless will gain her corruption. (Corruption +1) It's better to not come across as too 



eager. (Trust +1) (Corruption +1) Being polite about Rachel's breasts is not a good idea. (Trust 

-1) Praising them will earn you trust. (Trust +1) Cupping her breast right before going to sleep 

will add a corruption point. (Corruption +1) 

Night Visits 

You'll have the opportunity to visit everybody during the night, but if you have a relationship 

with Rachel save her for last, otherwise you won't have the opportunity to visit Mom's room. 

Day 7 

 

Rachel 

 

If Rachel slept with you you'll awake together. If you touch Rachel's thigh and do not remove 

your hand she'll gain corruption. (Corruption +1) If you touch her pussy Rachel will trust you 

less. (Trust -2) If you say you misunderstood you'll lose even more. (Trust -5) 

 

Breakfast 

 

If you went to the movie with Rachel and dismiss it you'll lose trust. (Trust -1) 

 

When you have a relationship with both Liza and Rachel the former will comment on Rachel's 

behavior. If you say she's fun you'll gain trust. (Trust +1) Dismissing the situation will make you 

lose trust. (Trust -1) 

 

If you're understanding with Liza you'll gain some trust. (Trust -1) Being honest will net you 

more. (Trust +2) Getting angry isn't the wisest path. (Trust -2) 

 

Bella Massage ( if you play the domination path) 

 

If Bella is corrupt enough (5) you can massage her pussy and she'll gain corruption. 

(Corruption +1) 

 

Bella Crying ( if you play The supportive path ) 

 

If you loaned Bella money and trusts you enough (2) she'll let you in. The supportive path will 

let you pursue a relationship with her. You can comfort her to get trust. (Trust +2) And again. 

(Trust +1) Being supportive also adds trust. (Trust +1) Helping her as well and is the beginning 

of your relationship. (Trust +2) 

 

If you're condescending about her situation you'll lose a lot of trust. (Trust -4) 



 

When you talk to Bella later after returning following MisterX you can reassure her which will 

add some trust. (Trust +1) 

 

Evening Visits 

 

Rachel 

 

If you're in a relationship with Rachel you can try to french kiss her if she's corrupted enough 

(8). This will corrupt her more. (Corruption +1) 

 

Day 8 
 

Rachel 

 

When you awake with Rachel and you're working at the supermarket you can tell the truth 

about your job for extra trust. (Trust +1) Lying makes you lose trust. (Trust -1) 

 

You should tell the truth about you erections because you'll lose trust if you lie about it. (Trust -

1) The truthful option also opens up the opportunity to talk more about Rachel's masturbation 

habbits if she's corrupted enough (8). 

 

Supermarket 

 

If you're honest about why you took the job at the supermarket you can start a relationship with 

Riley. If you lie you get another opportunity to come clean on Day 9 and start the relationship 

then, 

 

but it might develop differently... 

 

Discreet Inc. 

 

If you take the test at Discreet you'll have to pick specific answers to get a good score (2 or 

more). 

 

When your score is too low the opportunity to investigate the company further will be lost. 

 

You should: 

 

Describe your arousal 

 



Describe how you stimulate her pussy 

 

Respect her authority 


